Main definitions and the formulation of the problem
Let E be a finite set, IEj = v, and let )c, I, k be integers, 1 <I < k < v. A collection 93 of k-subsets (k-blocks) of E is called a (Iz, 1, k, v)-packing [l, In [S] (see also [12] ) the following formula was obtained: The table below contains information taken from [12] . In what follows we describe a method of constructing and analyzing (1, I, k, v)-packings, as well as the results obtained by applying this method. These are summarized in the following table: 
Adding a block
Consider a (1, 1, k, v)-packing W = {B,, . . . , B,}. Define an equivalenceon E as follows: x -y (x, y E E) if and only if for every block Bi, i E Z(m), either {x, y} E Bi, or both x 4 Bi, y 4 Bi. This equivalence is called imeparabiIity, and its classes are components of inseparability.
For example, it is easily seen that the (1,3,5,11)-packing 12345 12678 34679
induces inseparability of elements with components X1 = { 1, 2}, X, = (3, 4}, X, = {5}, X,= {6,7}, X, = {8}, X, = {9}, X, = (10, ll}. For convenience, let X,, always denote that (possibly empty) component of inseparability whose elements are not used in the packing.
Further, let a (1, I, k, v)-packing 3 induce on E the inseparability of elements with components Xi, X,, . . . , X,, and let a new block, B, contain exactly 1 tj = t(Xj) elements Of Xj, j E Z(n).
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the collection 9 = {B, Bi, . . . , B,} to be a (1, 1, k, v)-packing are
In what follows we assume E = Z(v). A solution (t$'), t$", . . . , ti')) of the system (2.1), (2.2) for which fy' E Z+ for all i E Z(n), will be called a Z+-solution. To every Z+-solution (tP, . . . , tr)) of (2.1), (2.2) g assi n a k-block Bo, B. G E, containing exactly fy' elements of Xj for all i E Z(n), and moreover, these elements are the smallest in the linear order on E. It is easy to see that a packing {B, B,, . . . , B,} constructed without this order condition is isomorphic to the packing {B,, B1, . . . , B,}. The latter will be called canonical.
Clearly, the system (2.1), (2.2) will have no Z+-solution if and only if the initial packing '8 is maximal.
Consider the set pm(l, 1, k, v). For every packing in pm(l, I, k, v), let us write down the system (2.1), (2.2), find all its Z-solutions, and construct, for every Z-solution, the canonical packing. As a result we obtain a list of packings of size m + 1 in which clearly every isomorphism class of Z',+l(l, 1, k, v) is represented by at least one representative. Thus if we perform isomorph rejection and delete from this list all duplicates, we obtain the set p,+,(l, I, k, v).
Starting with the trivially obtained list pl(l, 1, k, v), we can construct recursively all lists pm (l 
The advantage of this method is in that elimination of all packings corresponding to the Z+-solution of the system (2.1), (2.2), except for the canonical one, makes it possible to obtain lists that are not too extensive, especially during initial stages, i.e. for small m. In subsequent stages, when the initial packing contains many blocks, the same effect is achieved due to "tightness". We believe that these circumstances justify calling our construction method economical.
Note that the system (2.1), (2.2) does not take into account at all the fact that BI, . . . > B, are k-blocks. Therefore out method packings, when the block size is allowed to vary.
is applicable to more general
Description of invariants
Below we describe invariants which are used to distinguish and identify packings.
The element repetition (ER) count in the packing !?4 = {B,, . . . , B,} is the 
1
The described invariants are used mainly to distinguish nonisomorphic packings. But the information obtained in the process of their construction, namely the correspondences "blocks -II-indices" and "blocks -indices of intersections" are used to construct some invariants for identification of isomorphic packings.
For identification we use Venn-like diagrams or their collections. For example, the packing (3.1) yields a diagram presented in A direct verification shows that they both realize an isomorphism between (3.1) and (3.2) . This illustrates how we identify packings. The diagrams described above are subinvariants, i.e. invariants which make sense for designs with equal values of other (basic) invariants, in this case of the invariant ERB. One often needs to use subinvariants which are collections of similar diagrams. Note that similar invariants were used for distinguishing and identification of 1-factorizations [8, 9] .
We give an example of finding automorphism groups (which, incidentally, were used with success to identify completions of packings) with the help of such diagrams. To the packing 6-5 (see the list below) corresponds the value ERB= 0 0 1 4 0 0 2 m:
One of possible subinvariants for this packing has the value given in Fig. 3 . Only two permutations, the identity and (lB)(2A)(37)(59) map this collection of diagrams into itself. It is verified directly that they constitute the automorphism group of the packing 6-5. 589AB  126AB  347AB  2589A  2367A  248AB  569AB  1267B  3489B  356AB  236AB  457AB  2489A  236719 2489A  4567B  2367A  4567B  4589A  126AB 3478A  3569A  2367A  2489A  4568B   2367A  4589A  146AB  2367A  2468B  4589A  2367A  248AB  4567B   2367A  248AB  2569B  126AB 347AB  2389A  2367A  2489A  568AB  126AB 347AB  3568A   126AB 347AB  2578A  2367A  2468B  156AB  2367A  2489A  2568B  2367A  2468B  4578A   2367A  2489A  146AB  2367A  2468B  147AB  1267B  1389B  4568B  1369A  1479B  158AB  34679  136AB 4568A  34679 136AB 247AB 148AB  259AB  4567B  2367A  2489A  3468B  159AB  126AB  3478A  2579B  3568B  126AB  2378A  3479B  458AB  126AB  2378A  479AB  3568B  236744 2489A  568AB  3479B  2367A  248AB  4567B  359AB  126AB  2378A  2479B  4569A  126AB  3478A  2379B  3568B  2367A  4589B  3578B  2468B  2367A  2468B  147AB  3569B  126AB  3478A  2379B  2589A  236714 248944 2568B  457AB  2367A  2468B  578AB  129AB  2367A  2468B  147AB  569AB   2367A  2489A  138AB  456AB  126AB  347AB  2578A  3568B  2367A  2468B  578AB  3489B  2367A  2489A  2568B  146AB   2367A  248914 3468B  2578B  2367A  2489A  138AB  3469B   1267B  1389B  346AB  4579B  34679  1389A  236AB  3578B  34679  1389A  236AB  1569B   34679  1389A  236AB  4568A  34679  1389A  4568B  2579A  126AB  2378A  4567B  3489B  2367A  2468B  4589A  157AB  2367A  2468B  4589A  3579A  126AB  3478A  2579A  3469B  2367A  2489A  4567B  3589B  2367A  4567B  4589A  2389B The list p7 (1,3,5, 11) The list PI, (1,3,5, 11)
10-l. (9-l) + 3578B
The list pII (1,3,5, 11)
11-l. (9-l) + 3578B 2579A
The last packing is maximal, hence D(1,. 3, 5, 11) = 11. From the lists given above one can obtain the values D(1, 3, 5, V) for v < 11. These values are given in the following table. An obvious reasoning yields D(1, 3, k, 11) = 1 for 6 <k < 11.
Enumeration of minimal exact (1,3,11)-coverings
An interesting application of the above results is associated with the question about the minimal number g(1, 3, 11) of blocks in an exact (1,3,11)-covering [6] . Just as was done in [6] for the case 'u = 12, one can show (see [lo] , Theorem 7.2) that if g(1, 3, 11) < 46 then a minimal (1,3, 11)-covering contains only quintuples, quadruples and triples.
Denote by F the set of 5-blocks (F-component) of a covering, by Q the set of 4-blocks (Q-component), and by T the set of triples (T-component). Then, up to an isomorphism, it is either one of the (1,3,5, 11)-packings in Section 4, or the empty set of blocks, that can be the F-component.
Taking for the F-component one of these packings, F, examine all possible Q-components with a maximum number of blocks of an exact (1,3,11)-covering. Define an equivalence -in the set of such Q-components by: Q -Q1 if and only if there exists cr E Aut(F) such that Q, = Qr.
Construct a list q(F) of representatives of equivalence classes under -. Every Q E q(F) uniquely determines the T-component.
Call the exact (1,3, ll)-coverings so obtained F-minimal. Construct, for every F from Section 4, a list of all F-minimal (1,3, 11)-coverings. Evidently, the union of these lists contains all minimal (1,3, 11)-coverings with maximum block size k = 5.
After completing the described procedure, we obtain a complete list of minimal exact (1,3,11)-coverings, and, consequently, we may determine g(1, 3, 11). The author has written a program that implements the above algorithm. The work is at present incomplete. We state below the results obtained up to the time this paper was written.
For the F-compbnent 11-l the maximal Q-component is empty. Consequently, there exists a unique exact (1,3, ll)-covering with this F-component.
Its size is 66.
For and the corresponding two F-minimal (1,3,11)-coverings have size 65. The results for the F-components having 7 blocks are presented in Table 1 . Column F contains the numbers of the F-components, column Aut the order of the automorphism group of F, column IQ] the size of the maximal Q-component, Nq the number of distinct maximal Q-components, 141 the cardinality of q(F), 1171 the size of F-minimal (1,3,11)-covering, and Spg contains a specification of the set of F-minimal coverings by automorphism group orders.
Most of the above results are contained in [ll] . Table 2 (next page) contains similar information about F-maximal Qcomponents of (1,3,11)-coverings with I FI = 6. The additional column b contains, for every F, the cardinality of the set of those 4-blocks which have at most two common elements with every block of F.
The enumeration of minimal (1,3,11)-coverings for I FI c 5 is being continued.
List of coverings of size 51
The smallest known size (see [lo] ) of an exact (1,3, 11)-covering with block cardinality k s 5 is 51. There exist exactly 11 nonisomorphic coverings with JFI > 5. They are as follows: Let II be a minimal exact (1,3, 11)-covering with maximal block cardinality k = 5, III1 = g. We are taking into account the fact that g < 46 is possibly only for coverings with blocks whose cardinalities do not exceed five. Denote by f, q, and t, respectively, the cardinalities of F-, Q-, and T-components of this covering. Then we have [6] I f+ q+t=g 1Of + 4q + t = 165, whence 9f+3q=165-g, orq=(165-g-9f)/3.
It is not difficult to show [6] that g E (30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 46). Taking into account the obvious inequality q s g -f we get (165 -g -9f)/3 s g -f whence f 2 (165 -4g)/6. Assuming g = 30 gives f 2 8. But it was shown earlier that for f > 8 there exist no exact coverings with 30 blocks. Therefore g(1, 3, 11) # 30.
Assuming now g = 33, we get similarly that f 3 6. But Table 2 excludes the existence of such a covering, thus g(1, 3, 11) # 33. WA, 1, k, u + 11, (8.2) and the inequality is strict for 21 < tk if at least one of its sides is not equal to zero. Conversely, given a collection {nJ: J G Z(t)} which satisfies (9.1)-(9.3), it is not difficult to obtain the corresponding packing. Thus the conditions (9.1)-(9.3) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a packing corresponding to the collection of numbers {n,}.
Packings corresponding to the same collection {nJ} are clearly isomorphic. But it is possible for different collections to yield isomorphic packings. In order for {nJ} to be a complete invariant for packings, it is necessary to have, in addition to (9.1)-(9.3), conditions for selecting from among all collections yielding the same packing one (canonical) collection {nJ}.
Consider the case t = 3. In this case conditions (9.1)-(9.3) become The structure of a packing with t = 3 is schematically drawn in Fig. 4 .
To reach our goal it suffices to require that the preference conditions given in Fig. 5 be satisfied. Here + means that the collection n, is being made canonical, i.e. included in the list, and -means that it is being rejected. 
